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ABSTRACT 

Title of Tliesis: An Assessment Tool for Athletes to Judge 

Coaching Performance 

Karen Ann Wiznuk: Master of Science in the Tlieory of 

Coaching, 1083 

Tliesis Advisor: Dr. B. S. Rushall 

Professor 

School of Physical and Health Education 

Lakehead University 

The purpose of this study was to provide an assessment 

tool to judge coaching performance that was appropriate for 

completion by athletes. The questionnaire underwent a 

variety of developmental stages. In its final form it 

contained 36 items. The tool was shown to be a valid, reliable, 

readable, and standardized assessment tool. It demonstrated 

discriminability and provoked honest, accurate responding in 

subjects. The test was capable of providing immediate 

feedback to coaches seeking feedback about athletes* 

perceptions of their performance. Responses on the developed 

scale v/ere weighted to reflect the desirability of the 

coaching characteristics and behaviours of a good coach. It 

provides a total score which can be interpreted by the coach 

as a measure of hov/ much of an '’ideal*' coach exists in 

him/lier. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis was to construct an assessment 

tool to judge coaching performance that was annronriate 

for completion by athletes. 

Significance of the Study 

Recent years have witnessed an increasing concern 

regarding the effects of organized athletics upon participants. 

Existing data indicate tliat sports participation can result 

in botli positive and negative experiences for athletes 

(Smith, Smoll Hunt, 1977). It is likely that the type of 

experience gained from narticipation varies according to 

the personal characteristics of the participant, the way 

in which programs are structured and the kind of supervision 

that exists (Smith et al, 1977). The supervision provided 

by a coach lias been suggested to be the most important 

element affecting the particinant (Maetozo, 1981; Smoll fj 

Smith, 19S0) and is, thus the concern of this study. 

Currently there is a growing social awareness of the 

coach's role in affecting individuals who participate in 

sports. The coach has enormous potential to create a 

positive impact for these individuals (Smoll fi Smith, 1980). 

At this time however, there is no accurate means of measuring 
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this impact. The need for a tool tliat permits the measure- 

ment of the coach and his/her behaviour and characteristics 

was warranted. 

In the past, coaches have relied more or less on 

experience and intuition to nrepare athletes for competition 

and this may not he the best form of coachin^ preparation. 

Tlie need to provide opportunities for training coaches in 

the sports skills and the strategies used to nrepare 

athletes for comnetition has now become annarent and creating 

competent athletic coaches lias become a professional concern. 

Tlie existence of tlie Coaching Association of Canada 

supports that concern. The primary ol'jective of the 

Association is to increase coaching effectiveness across 

all sports at all levels. Tiie Association attempts to 

produce a more balanced approach for nreparing athletes 

and improve tlie future o-^^ coaching by increasing scientific 

research. In an effort to achieve tliis, a National 

Certification Program has ];>een created to ungrade the 

coacliing profession. The existence of organizations sucli 

as tb.e 'Jational Coaching Association enhances the validity 

and potential value of professional and amateur coaclies. 

The ^act that Australia and other nations liave follov;ed 

Canada's lead in developing coaching supports their 

existence. 

At present tliere is no means to measure the effective- 

ness of the Coaching Association's attempts to upgrade 

coaching. An assessment tool tliat allows coaching performance 
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to be evaluated would establish the effectiveness of the 

Association in preparing coaches to coacli. 

At present, assessment tools wliich evaluate a coach’s 

ability and performance objectively are limited. There are 

a number of observation schedules for tlie beliavioural 

assessment of coadies. These involve the use of numerous 

nersonnel, are time consuming, and in some situations it 

is not possible to gather all tlie information desired (Smith 

et al., 1^77). For too long success has been the only 

criterion for evaluating a coach's Performance (Davis, 1979). 

It is unwise and unfair to judge a coach purely on his/her 

v;in/loss record. A good coach does not always produce a 

winning team. The success of a team or club does not 

necessarily reflect the ability of the coach. 

In attempting to fashion a tool which assesses the 

oualities that profile a coacli it seems only logical tliat 

the evaluation be leased on the perceptions of the athlete. 

The relationsliip betw'een the coacli and athlete is, perliaps 

the most critical feature in sports. In otlier fields the 

evaluation of a similar relationship has been focused 

upon. Course and teaclier evaluation by tlie student has 

become a common measuring instrument (Murray, 198n) . Just 

as students can provide useful information a]>out how well 

an instructor presents material, athletes can provide an 

assessment of tlie coach. 

This assessment would be useful in determining in 

what areas the coacli is competent or needs improvement. 
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Evaluation of a coach could serve as feedback for the coach, 

encouraging self-improvement and continued upgrading; and 

result in the best possible coaching. A proner assessment 

tool \/ould provide an objective and comprehensive record 

of the coacli as perceived by the athletes. This v/ould 

have the potential to be used for coaching certification 

as one measure of coaching effectiveness. 

The intent of this study is timely. It evaluates a 

target group of grov/ing social importance. Tliere have been 

few evaluation instruments developed to appraise the 

efficiency of coaches of sport. There also has been little 

published research in tlie area. Tliere are no valid, 

standardized tests for assessing a coach's performance 

from an athlete's viewpoint. A program for certifying 

coaches has been implemented, yet its effectiveness or 

merit is not known because there is as yet no means to 

measure its value to the athlete. This proposed tool 

could serve that purpose. 

In summary, the justification for this thesis lies 

in the lack of valid scientific researcli in the area of 

coaching evaluation. The development of a coaching 

evaluation tool could be used in a variety of v/ays to 

enhance coaching effectiveness and development. Since the 

investigator lias liad some coacliing experience tliere exists 

a personal interest in the topic. 
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Delimitations 

1. Tlie questionnaire constructed was suitable for 

assessing coaches in any sporting environment. 

2. The response to the inventory was based on the 

athlete's perceptions. It was assumed that each 

athlete can accurately judge the presence or absence 

of the specified characteristics and content in a 

coach. 

3. Tlie tool was restricted to questionnaire format 

because it was deemed to be the most apnronriate 

method for use' in a sporting environment. 

4. The content of the developed tool was restricted to 

what remained after validity, reliability, and 

redundancy had been considered. 

Limitations 

For this study the following assumptions v/ere made: 

i) that the constructed tool reflected the athlete's 

perceptions of the coach; 

ii) that the constructed tool reflected the athlete's 

perceptions of the coaching program; 

iiij that the content validity was anpropriate; 

iv) tliat greater than 10% of the panel of judges responding 

not appropriate removed the question from the item 

pool on tlie basis of validity criteria; 
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v) that greater than 20% of the panel of judges responding 

that they had not seen a particular behaviour removed 

the question from the item pool on the basis of 

validity criteria; 

vi) that a test-retest reliability greater tlian 64% made 

a question item reliab’le: this was the co-efficient 

of determination equivalent to .0; 

vii) that questions that inter-related greater than r = .8 

are redundant: 

viii} that testing the develoned tool on four snorts made 

it universal for application; 

ix) references to specific items regarding a particular 

snort v/ere left out. 

Definitions 

Questionnaires - pencil and naner tests containing 

questions vdiich were ansv/ered by an individual v/ithout any 

external prompting. 

Opinions - areas covered by the questionnaire. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEV/ OF LITERATURE 

Characteristics of a Good Coach 

The fact that coaching is a profession which has 

traditionally lacked trained nersonnel, accreditation, and 

certification is acknov/ledged (Maetozo, 1981). However 

sports participation is recognized as a medium that promotes 

the development of desirable personality traits among its 

participants (Smoll, Smith fr Curtis, 1977). In another 

light, sports participation is also criticized for placing 

excessive physical and psychological demands on its part- 

icipants (Smoll et al., 1977). V.Tiile some criticism is 

both well-founded and constructive it is firmly believed 

that sports do have positive potential (Gallon, 1974: Smoll 

et al., 1977). Realizing and fulfilling this potential 

is the coach’s responsibility to each participant. Current 

programs of coacliing accreditation and education which have 

been developed recently also aim to achieve this end. 

Most coaches underestimate the influence they have on 

their athletes (Smoll et al., 1977). Singer (1972) stated, 

however, that the many hours a coach snends witlr an 

athlete suggests the potential influence of the coach on 

an athlete’s complete development. Brov/n (1974) insisted 

that the quality of the outcome of participation is dependent 

upon the quality of the leadership. Leadership is valued 



by Smith (1974) as a vital role because it has the most 

advantage to affect behaviour. Frost (1971) felt that 

particpants are most influenced by the ideals, principles, 

and actions of an outstanding leader. In sports, the coach 

is that leader (Smpll et al., 1977). 

Coaches are second only to parents in having a major 

influence upon an athlete’s education, goals, occupational 

nlans and general value orientations (Level II, 1975). 

Tliere is no question that every coach has the notential to 

influence the lives of those they coach. A coach’s every 

act leaves its mark on tlie athlete, be it constructive 

or destructive (Kuzhukhov, Dondratovich Pr Loos, 1978). 

Orlick and Botterill (1975) emphasized that individuals 

learn from the examples set by those admired and upon whom 

they dcnend. As a coach, what one is, what one does, and 

what one says can have effects on the behaviour of the 

atJiletes, in and out of the sporting environment. A coach’ 

actions and attitudes help to shape an athlete’s view of . 

the world and of himself/herself (Smoll et al., 1977). 

V/hile trying to meet the needs and expectations of 

a highly variable group of personalities a coach must 

become familiar v/ith many roles (Smoll et al., 1977). V^.at 

must be established first is that a coach is an individual 

with inherent virtues and shortcomings (Kuzliidchov et al., 

1978; Singer, 1972). There is some evidence liowever. 

Gallon, 1974; Loy, McPherson Tt Kenyon, 1978; Singer, 1972) 

that good coaches do have a relatively consistent set of 
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personality characteristics and unique qualities that 

distinguisli their kind. Indications of general behaviour 

characteristics have been confirmed by empirical observations 

and oersonality assessments (Singer, 1972). It is these 

characteristics plus the coach's entire personality that 

determine a coacli's ability to perform the necessary 

functions and responsibilities. 

The functions and responsibilities of a coach are 

many. To shape a successful team of skilled atliletes 

and well adjusted human ])eings requires a diversity of 

talents (Singer, 1972). A coach is required to function 

as a leader, a teacher, a decision-maker, a counsellor, a 

role model, a group co-ordinator and a substitute parent 

(Level I, 1975). To be a good coach involves being all 

of these things at some time. 

In fact, a synonypi for coach is teach (Gallon, 1974; 

Roget's College Tliesaurus, 1958: Singer, 1972). Frost 

(1971) descril>ed coaches as teacliers who v/ork v/ith the 

development of individuals tlirougb pliysical activity. As 

a teacher it is imperative that a coach has an understanding 

o-P the methods, and a familiarity with the scientific 

principles of correct tec’nnique (Frost, 1972: Gallon, 1974). 

Rusliall (1979) stated that a coach must have a balanced 

knowledge of pliysiology, idomeclianics, and psychology. 

Coaclies should never be satisfied with v/Iiat they know. 

Frost (1971) asserted that there should be a continual 

effort on the coach's part to be kept aware of the most 
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up-to-date information concerning his/her snort. Tl\e higher 

the standard of the athletic group the more indenth and 

expansive should be the knowledge required (Rushall, 1979). 

Since coach and teacher are interdiangeable, Hallet (1974) 

assumed tliat the objectives of each should be similar. To 

educate infers positive development; therefore a coach 

should also be involved with contributing nositively to the 

grov/th of the athletes as individuals (Level I, 1975). 

Tlie goals of a coach should vary according to the 

needs of those being coaclied (Gallon, 1974; Singer, 1972). 

Unfortunately, quite often coaches establisli goals for 

themselves \vithout considering their athletes at all 

(Botterill, 1980). A successful coach seeks to develop 

athletes for their own sakes (V/ard ?? Watts, 1967). Singer 

(1972) stated that a coach must be receptive and responsive 

to individual needs. Knowing that the coach cares about 

the athlete as a person will enhance the athlete’s ability 

to learn. Tiie coach's caring attitude is often sufficient 

inspiration and motivation for athletes to achieve tlieir 

goals. 

Athletes are individuals and in spite of the convenience 

and necessity to treat tliem as a group at times, sensitivitv 

and respect for individual differences should always 

prevail (Gallon, 1974; Singer, 1972). Lvery atlilete must 

be made to feel valued and accepted by the coach (Snyder 

Tf Spreitzer, 1978). Rushall (1975) -Pelt that this is 

best accomplished by interacting frequently with all athletes. 
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This also helps increase team cohesion and decrease any 

feelings of resentment. It is important to recognize 

every athlete at least once during training (Smoll et al., 

1977). Rushall (1975) stressed that the greater the number 

of interactions between the coach and athlete the greater 

the potential for effective coaching. 

A coach cannot demand respect. Respect must be earned 

(Singer, 1972; Smoll et al., 1977). A coach who is fair, 

a caring and considerate leader, who displays maturity in 

judgement and wisdom in decisions, will earn respect 

(Singer, 1972; Smoll et al., 1977). If an athlete likes 

and respects the coach, he/she v;ill be more receptive of 

the coach's methods and suggestions (Smoll et al., 1977). 

Coaches work to help athletes achieve to the best of 

tlieir ability. In doing so a close bond develops betv/een 

the coach and athlete. In order for this bond to develop, 

the athlete must have confidence in, respect for, and want 

to play for the coach. To ach.ieve this, the coach m.ust 

have a pleasing personal it}", the ability to shov; warmth 

and comnassion, a sense of humour, patience, and enthusiasm 

(Singer, 1972). Singer (1972) also stated that if a coach 

expects commitment from his/Iier athletes, he/she must 

disnlay commitment and dedication. Gallon (1'974) emphasized 

that a coach must keep his/her composure and behave profession- 

ally at all times. Since physical fitness is one of the 

objectives being stressed by the coach to the athlete, the 

coach should set an example with a good personal appearance 

(Gallon, 1974). 
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For effective learning to occur an athlete's interest 

and desire must be stimulated (Gallon, 1074) . A good 

attitude is best developed nositively. Something positive 

should be found in every athlete's behaviour and should be 

rewarded with verbal praise and approval (Bunker Tr Rotella, 

1977; Gallon, 1974; Rushall, 1975). Gallon (1974) suggested 

that there are times v/hen being a disciplinarian is 

warranted but tJireats and punishment can have detrimental 

effects if used continuously. More is gained by creating 

positive team morale (Bunker fr Rotella, 1977). 

Possessing the qualities of a good communicator will 

strengthen tlie bond between the coach and athlete (Smoll 

et al., 1977). Gallon (1974) believed tliat there is much 

vlaue in the coach conducting regular discussion sessions 

with the athletes. Any athlete should feel comfortable 

approaching the coach to converse about anything from 

training programs to personal problems with an assurance 

that they will be heard (Smoll et al., 1977). Singer (1972) 

believed that the ability to communicate makes the 

difference betv;een understanding and misunderstanding. It 

is the coach's responsibility to adeouately prepare the 

athlete physically, mentally, and be developing an overall 

lifestyle that compliments tlie athlete's goals (Clements f? 

Botterill, 1980). Having tine knov/ledge to do so liowever, 

is of little avail unless the coach can relay it success- 

fully to tiie athlete. 



Buildinjr a relationship takes time. Toward the end 

of a coach-athlete relationship the athlete should have 

matured to a point where there is little need for the coach 

(Ward fi Matts y 1967). A pood coach fades into the background, 

leaving a successful, independent athlete. 

Unfortunately, many coaches lose sight of the 

responsibilities of coaching by being preoccupied with the 

’vi/inning is everything' philosophy (l^fargolis, 1979; Smoll 

et al., 1977). There are sports ideals that consider goals 

other than winning. Orlick and Botterill (1975) felt 

participation is more important than the final outcome and 

if participation was fun and enjoyable those participating 

would continue on the basis of those positive rev/ards. 

Ward and Watts (1967) advocated that the aim of the coach 

is to guide tlie athlete to an athletic career where the best 

performance possible is achieved. The outcome is an improved 

athlete. Frost and Sims (1974) suggested that by providing 

an oppOrtunitv for self-expression, the opportunity to 

experience success is met. 

Tlie concern of the coach should be with the total 

iv^elfare of the athlete (Orlick Fi Botterill, 1975). Goals 

structured for success sliould be realistic and attainable, 

difficult enough to challenge yet realistic enough to 

acliieve (Clements Botterill, 1989: Gallon, 1974). It 

is important that the coach and athlete set goals together 

(Botterill, 198D). Botterill (1980) suggested that 

involving the athlete in discussions and decisions can 
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increase the athlete’s awareness and commitment to individual 

and group goals. 

Clark (1967) felt that improving athletically or 

personally from defeat or victory is a realistic goal. If 

a coach works toward developing an atlilete’s skills 

winning will take care of itself within the limits of the 

athlete's talents (Smoll et al., 1977). 

Neal (1978) was concerned that most coaches do not 

realize that both winning and losing, provide educational 

experiences. Every chase of life seems to be built on the 

desire to excel, to be at the top and number one. The 

fact that this does not alv/ays have positive effects is not 

understood. The philosophy emphasizing excellence, when 

adopted by a coach, often leads to restricted, inappropriate 

particination, unrealistic and unreasonable expectations, 

undesirable, violent and immoral behaviour, and unethical 

practices (Level I, 1975; Margolis, 1979). Murray (1974) 

supported this v;ith the example of a University football 

coach. The coach admitted quite openly the fallacy in the 

statement that an athlete is a student first and athlete 

second. Vdien a player was recruited for the team, the 

individual was being given the cliance to play on a winning 

team first. A good education was the second consideration. 

In summary, there are certain desirable bcliaviours and 

characteristics that distinguish a good coach. A coach, in 

fulfilling the duties and responsibilities of the position, 

must become familiar v/ith many roles. A coach must 



function as a leader, a teacher, a substitute parent, a 

counsellor, a decision-maker, a role-model, and a communica 

tor. To fulfill these roles a coach must possess maturity, 

fairness, compassion, commitment, confidence, patience, 

knowledge, ent!msiasm, and a sense of humour. A coach 

should use these attributes while developing an athlete’s 

skills v/ith the welfare of the athlete being foremost in 

mind. 

Coaching Evaluation 

Society nuts intense pressure on coaches to produce 

v/inners C^dam.s, 1979; Davis, 1979; Margolis, 1979). Status 

and financial support are received for building a winner. 

Tfie score-board and turnstile usually determine a coach’s 

success and progression in the profession. The tendency 

is for the evaluation of coaches to he made on'their win- 

loss record (Adams, 1979; Chambers ^ Smith., 1980; Davis, 

1979; Margolis, 1979). Coaches frequently are not hired 

on the basis of tJieir attitudes and personal qualities, 

they are hired to v/in and gain recognition for themselves 

and their team (Adams, 1979: Margolis, 1979). Margolis 

(1979) found that coaches are constantly being evaluated 

on these criteria by media, fans and administrators. In 

this process the perspective of tJie real li-^clong values 

organized competitive snorts for the participant is lost. 

Another proposed method for coac’i evaluation is a 

behavioural assessment system for coding and analyzing 
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coaching behaviours (Smith et al., 1077). Tliis method 

involves the systematic observation and coding of a coach's 

behaviour in the actual sporting environment. Tlie assessment 

system is based on a set of beliaviour categories that have 

been shov/n to affect individuals in a variety of settings. 

There are some potential problems in utilizing the behavioural 

assessment system. Occasionally, observers viho have been 

trained initially to a high level of reliability, drift 

away from the defined behaviour categories as they start 

to attach their own meanings to the categories. The 

observers might have expectations about w^hat will be 

observed. Biases and expectations can cause observers to 

be selective to certain behaviours, disregarding tliose 

that are not consistent with their expectations. The mere 

presence of an observer may influence the coach’s behaviour 

and a behaviour change occurs as a result of being observed. 

Although it has achieved a wide range of application the 

behavioural assessment system is an approach that requires 

a great deal of time and manpower. 

For the sake of the participant an objective criterion 

to evaluate a coach's overall performance is needed (Chambers 

Tf Smith, 1980; Margolis, 1979). The primary goal of an 

evaluation is to develop ways to assist coaches in improving 

their performance (Barber ?r Skoglund, 1981). Pflug (1980) 

emphasized tliat an evaluative instrument is intended to 

provide an objective evaluation of coaching effectiveness. 

Tlie intention is not to provide negative information to 
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suDport the firing of a coach. Evaluations v/ill heln a 

coach ascertain areas of strength and v'eakness (Athletic 

Educator’s Report, 1979), and enhance the ability of 

coaches to relate more effectively to their athletes 

(Emoll P, Smith, 1980). 

Tliere is a scarcity of evaluative tools for assessing 

the competencies needed in coaching (Adams, 1979; Athletic 

Educator's Report, 1979). One of the most effective means 

to assess the perceived characteristics of a coach is to 

ask the athletes. An athlete’s feedback is a m.easure of 

the actual behaviour of the coach (Margolis, 1979). 

Greene (197S) suggested that the consumer is the best 

qualified to judge a product. Coaches then should be 

evaluated by their athletes (Margolis, 1979). 

Tliis practice has gone on in the classroom for years 

(Murray, 1930). More attention has been given to student 

ratings than to any other method of evaluating college 

teaching and the popularity of tliis method is steadily 

increasing, b’urray (1980) suggested that the rationale 

of student ratings is because tliere is some difficulty 

in measuring student learning directly. The next best 

thing is to ask students to rate certain characteristics 

and behaviours. Students observe tl\e teaclier daily under 

natural conditions, and only students are capable of 

judging vMaether material is interesting or whether the 

teacher’s comments have been lielpful to them. In the 

same light, an athlete’s perceptions and recall of a coach’s 



behaviour are important and relevant evaluative measures 

of a coach's effectiveness (Smoll fj Smith, 1980). 

An anonymously answered questionnaire is a suggested 

format for coaching evaluation (Adams, 1979; Athletic 

Educator's Reoort, 1979; Margolis, 1979: Pfliig, 1980). It 

is an appropriate indicator of overall performance as it 

focuses on specific behaviours which could differentiate 

good and poor coaclies and it could return results quickly. 

Adams (1979) has proposed the following procedure in 

constructing an evaluation questionnaire. The specific 

areas of expected competency for a coach must be determined 

first. The desired characteristics and behaviours of a 

good coach within each of these areas then should be 

determined. The items included are selected from a large 

pool of coach-rating items. The evaluator assess the 

characteristics and behaviours implied by each question on 

a scale, developing the profile of a good coach. Through 

this comprehensive evaluation v.'eaknesses can be identified 

and a plan of action formulated to improve tliem. 

In summary, the use of an evaluative instrument for 

coaching will contribute to educationally sound urograms, 

directed by competent individuals, who will contribute 

nositively to the overall development of atliletes (Margolis 

1979). The intent of an instrument to evaluate coaches 

is not to impose any threat but to focus on the benefits 

that will result for the participant and the coach. As 

in a student's evaluation of a teacher, an athlete's rating 
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would not represent the only method of evaluating a coach's 

performance. Unfortunately there is a tendency for 

coaches to be evaluated on their win/loss record. Behaviour- 

al assessment by observation is another suggested evaluative 

measure. All of these methods have advantages and dis- 

advantages as measuring instruments. Athlete-ratings of 

a coach also have limitations and should never be treated 

as complete and total assessment of all aspects of coaching 

but their merit cannot be overlooked. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS AMD PROCEDURES 

Development of a Question Pool 

The information used to construct the auestionnaire 

was obtained from four sources. Tliey v^^ere: 1) a literature 

reviev/ of the features of a good coach, 2) currently 

available questionnaires that assess coachinj^/teaching 

nerformance, 3) tlie measurement of coaching behaviours 

through ol’iservation scales, and 4) the opinions of exnerts 

in the field. It was deemed that tliis discovery orocess 

would reveal a cornereliensive set of items that would serve 

as the base nool for ouestion develonment on good coaching 

characteristics. 

Ouestion Construction 

Tiie information gathered from the above sources was 

expressed as single item questions. The questions were 

groimed into four sections, each nreceded bv a sub-heading 

and nresented as follov.'s: 

1. ’’Evaluating tlie Coach*^ Personal Oualities 

Tliis section of tiie inventory included questions 

tliat dealt witii the cliaracteristies tl\at profile 

a coac}\.” 
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2. ’’nvalunting the Coach witli respect to Personal and 

Professional Relationships 

This section of the inventory included questions 

that dealt v;ith hovr the coacli liandles relationships 

v;ith his/lier athletes and other professionals in the 

field. ’’ 

• '’Evaluating the Coac!i * s Organizational Skills 

This section of the inventory included questions 

that related to the ability of t!ie coach to structure 

participation 

4. "Evaluating the Coach's Performance as a Teacher and 

Coach 

This section of the inventory included questions 

that dealt with the coach's al-ility to perform those 

duties associated v;ith tlie coaching profession.'' 

i'easurorient Teclinique 

Eacii of tlie inventory questions assessed a single 

characteristic or Itehavi.our that v/as deemed appropriate in 

a coach. An ansv;er sheet v;as supplied v/itli eacli questionnaire 

(See Appendix A) . The respondee v;as forced to select one 

of t!\e response alternatives for each nuestion. Tliere v;ere 

six alternative responses for each nuestion item: 1) alv^ays, 

2) often, 3) sometimes, seldom, 5) never, 6) cannot 

responrl - not applicable. Tlie response alternatives were 

numl>ered in this manner for all of the odd numbered 

questions. Tiie scale was reversed for the even numl-cred 
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ouestions: 1) never, 2) seldom, 3) sometimes, 4) often, 

S) always, 6) cannot resnond - not applicable. This 

eliminated the possibility of an order influence (Ilorrocks, 

1964). The selection of a scale with six possible resnonses 

allowed respondees considerable discriminative ability in 

assessing the coach's attributes. Respondees would be able 

to accurately interpret answers v;hich resulted in finer 

ratings (Horrocks, 1964). 

Validity 

The content validity of the constructed questionnaire 

rested on empirically validated assessments by competent 

judges. Eacli question's validity was assessed by a panel 

of judges, N=18 (See Annendix E) . An individual v;ho met 

3 out of the S follov/ing selection criteria qualified as a 

member of the panel of judges: 1) nracticing coach and/or, 

2) provincial level and/or, 5) member of the Coaching 

Association of Canada (CAC) and/or, 4) international athlete 

and/or, 3) held a CAC Scliolarship. The judges received a 

copy of the inventory with a letter (Sec Annendix C) 

instructing each to assess tlie content validity of the 

questionnaire with respect to two criteria: 1) was the 

question apnronriate for evaluating a coacli, and 2) had at 

least one coach been observed to exliibit the behaviour or 

characteristic desired. 

After the nanel's responses were received, tv/o 

considerations that the question v;as not anpropriate, or 
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three considerations that the behaviour or characteristic 

had not been seen, were deemed sufficient criteria to delete 

the question from the pool due to a lack of validity. 

The acceptance rates were made high to yield valid content. 

Fach judge was also instructed to comment on the expression 

and clarity of each question as well as being asked to 

suggest other question content that had not already been 

covered. Vdiere suggestions were made questions were 

formulated and added to the question pool. This was the 

process for determining tlie validity of the author 

established items. 

After the validity of the questionnaire was established 

a readability check was performed to ensure that the meaning 

of each question vjas understood by the respondents. This 

eliminated the possibility of any question misinternretation. 

Fifteen subjects between the ages of 10 and 14 years were 

given the validated questionnaire with instructions to 

underline words which were not understood. This was a 

means of checking the clarity of communication between the 

respondents and the questionnaire. Using Roget's College 

Tliesauras (1958), some of tlie v/ords which were not under- 

stood were replaced l>y simpler synonyms. 

Reliability 

Since each question carried its ovm importance, the 

reliability for each question was determined tlirough a 

test-retest procedure. The test-retest sample involved 
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40 athletes from five different snort groups. The 

questionnaire was administered to each groun twice. The 

interval between testing v/as one day. On each occasion the 

questionnaire was administered under a standardized testing 

procedure. Disagreement of resoonses between test and 

retest results v/ere compared for each question. Any question 

failing to elicit the same response from the same subject, 

at least 64 per cent of the time, was deleted from the 

questionnaire. Tliis standard was exoected to ensure the 

reliability of each question item. This absolute criterion 

was equivalent to the coefficient of determination for a 

Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient of r=.80. 

Tliis reliability screening process would reduce further the 

oool of items. Tliose questions which remained were 

deemed valid, reliable, and readable. 

Discriminability 

Since coaches are individuals and therefore, different 

in behaviours and personal L'earing, it would be a necessary 

attribute of the dcvelooed tool tliat it be sensitive to 

such differences. To evaluate whether the final test was 

able to differentiate betv/een coaches as revealed by 

athletes' answers, a discriminant function analysis was 

performed on a number of sets of data (SPSS, Undate 7-P. 

1979). 

The test responses of athletes from five different 

sporting environments were entered as ^ive distinct grouns 
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of data. The ability of the analysis to predict group 

menberships indicated the sensitivity of the test to locate 

differences in the collective perceptions of groups of 

athletes of their respective coaches. Thus, if the 

discriminant analysis accurately predicted group membership 

based on athlete answers it v/as considered that the question- 

naire V'/as sensitive and extensive enough to locate the 

peculiarities of a particular coach. It v/as deamed that if 

t1i.e analysis yielded greater tlian 30") correct predictions 

it would be of a sufficient level of discriminability. 

Objectivity 

The degree to which two different test administrators 

produce the same test results in the same subjects v/as not 

evaluated. Objectivity was facilitated by providing 

standardized testing instructions and procedures for test 

administrators (See Appendix D) . These instructions v;ere 

an adaptation of an already existing set of instructions 

and procedures vsfhich Ivad previously been sliov;n to elicit 

reliable and lionest responses (Rushall, 1976). The 

anonvmous responding by sul/jects’ also encouraged honesty 

and objectivity (Isaac ft Michael, 1971). 

To assess v/hetlier the questionnaire produced a 

desirable mode of responding in subjects, a post-test 

assessment of response set was performed (M = 84) . Tive 

procedure was as follows (See Appendix E). 
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1. An anonymous clieck list was handed to each subiect as 

they comnleted their assessment. The chock-list 

asked tl\e athlete to indicate any of two things: 

a) did they answer honestly, and 

b) did they answer to give the best impression of 

the coach. 

2. Tlie responses v;ere tallied. If the percentage o^ 

lionesty alternatives exceeded 20 then the standardized 

testing procedure was deemed to elicit the desirable 

response set in each athlete. 

Final Questionnaire Form 
% 

The test underv/ent a variety of developmental stages. 

If tlie test v/as shov\Ti to be discriminating and standardized 

it would be produced in a final form. Tl\at form was 

develooed as follows. 

1. The subsection headings that originally classified 

sets of responses v;ould be removed. 

2. T’ne questions v^ould be re-numbered. 

3. The auestions would be ordered so that each set of 

response options alternated in seouence. 

4. Tlie answer sheet v/ould be re-structured to provide 

space to underline the selected alternative for each 

miestion. 

Summary 

This set oF procedures was determined so that the 

developed tool would have the follovjing characteristics. 
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1. It v;ould be valid. 

2. It would be reliable. 

3. It would be regulable by athletes aged 11 years and 

older. 

4. It would be sensitive for locating individual 

characteristics of a coacli. 

5. It would i>e standardized in its administration. 

6. It would provoke honest (accurate) resnonding in tlie 

athletes v/ho v/ould take the tests. 

The production of a tool with these characteristics 

Vv'ould be a valuable addition to coaching science in that a 

new alternative method of assessing coaching effectiveness 

would have been developed. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION fr RESULTS 

Item Pool 

One of the principal reasons for develoning this tool 

was to give athletes a chance to express their opinions 

about their coaclies. I'/ith this intention, information 

vjas gathered from; 1) a literature review of the features 

of a good coach, 2) currently available questionnaires 

that assess coaching/teaching performance, 3} the measurement 

of coaching behaviours through observation scales, and 

4) the opinions of experts in the field. Each niece of 

information was expressed as a simple, single item question 

or description. Tae result of this procedure yielded 

75 questions in the item pool relating to the characteristics 

and behaviours that profile a good coach (See Appendix A). 

Validity 

The nucstionnaire item nool that resulted was sent 

to a panel of judges, N=18, (See Appendix B for a list of 

authorities} who assessed its content validity. Each 

judge appeared to have evaluated the ouestionnaire witli 

consideral'le interest. Based upon comments and suggestions 

offerred by the panel of authorities, some of the questions 

on tl'ie questionnaire were deleted (See Appendix F) , some 

new questions Vv^ere formulated and added to the question 



pool (See Appendix S), and some of the questions vjere reworded 

but the oiiestion content remained similar (See Apnendix H). 

After this procedure the item pool was reduced to 71 items. 

After the content validity of the questionnaire v/as 

established, a readability check was per-f^ormed. This vvas 

done so as to ensure that the questions wouJd be understood 

easily by potential respondents. It was also deemed 

necessary that little or no interpretation o^ the question- 

naire on the part o-^^ the test administrator v/as needed. 

Based upon the sugjTestions of tlie student judges some of 

the questions v/ere rev/orded to be more easily understood 
/ 

(See Appendix I). 

The result of the cotitent validity and readability 

procedures yielded a valid questionnaire containing 71 

questions (See Appendix J). 

Reliability 

This questionnaire \\.'as administered to fi.ve subject 

groups to evaluate reliabilitv. Administration of the 

questionnaire v;as simple, hach group of sul)jccts was given 

a pre-test I'riefing as descri1?ed in the test instructions 

and procedures. Tliey then proceeded to answer tlie question- 

naire . 

To establish the questionnaire’s reliability tlie 

following criterion was met. Those questions v/hich failed 

to meet or exceed the 64 per cent standard were deleted 

from the questionnaire (See Appendix K) . Of tl\e 71 valid 
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questions, 36 questions were deemed reliable and 35 questions 

were deemed unreliable and consequently, deleted. Tlie 

criterion that was used was stringent, that is, only 

questions which v/ere replicated perfectly were deemed 

relial)le. The reader should be aware that less stringent 

methods of reliability assessment, such as the Pearson 

Product Moment Correlation Co-efficient, could have been 

used and may have indicated more items as being reliable 

than were accepted for this study. This extreme stringency 

was purely a personal decision on behalf of the investigator 

as it partially indicated response accuracy as well as 

reliability. Questions which were deemed unreliable 

included: 

1. questions with negative connotations (for example, 

see Appendix K, section 4, item 24), 

2. questions v/hich were abstractly vague in their 

content nature (for example, see appendix K, section 1, 

item 16), and 

3. ouestions that contained words which were understood 

by the respondents as general concents but the 

implication of the words specifically for sport were 

not understood (for example, see Appendix K, section 1, 

item 4). 

Re structuring 

In order that the nuestionnaire be immediately useful 

to coaches seeking evaluation through it, responses on the 



scale v/ere weighted to reflect the desirability of the 

coaching characteristics expressed in each question. For 

example, the response scale for the question, "the coach is 

dedicated to the sport," nov; apnears with a 5 weighting 

corresponding to "always", 4 for "often", 3 for "sometimes" 

2 for "seldom", 1 for "never" and 0 for "not applicable". 

On the original ansv/er sheet 1 corresponded to "always", 

2 to "often", 3 to "sometimes", 4 to "seldom", 5 to "never" 

and 6 to "cannot respond - not applicable". 

This re-ordering was necessarv. On the original 

ansv^er sheet the order of the responses on the scale was 

reversed but the weighting remained the same throughout. 

This re-organization of weights instituted the developm.ent 

of a scale score, that is, eacli athlete evaluates a coach 

on 36 questions with a maxim.um score of 5 and a minimum 

score of 0 possible for each question. In evaluating a 

scale score 0 responses are ignored. This means that the 

final test version yields a maximum score of 180 and a 

minimum score of 0 for each individual athlete's set of 

data (See Appendix L). This scaling process, whicli was 

produced through th.e use of a computer program (SPSS, 

Update 7-0. 1979), allowed the test results to be 

interpreted as: 1) a total test score for each atlilete, 

2) an average score for each item, and 3) an average 

total test score for all athletes. 



Discrininability 

The questionnaire that was developed had been shown 

to be valid, readable, reliable, standardized, and capable 

of producing item, subject, and group scores. The final 

assessment of its utility was to evaluate whether the data 

generated for different coaches v/as sufficiently sensitive 

to discriminate the individual cliaracteristics of those 

coaches. 

Athletes from five different sporting environments 

were asked to evaluate their coaches on the developed tool 

(rowers N=18; divers N=12; swimmers N=28; skaters N=16; 

and skaters N=f). The standardized administrative procedures 

Vv^ere followed in conducting the evaluation. 

Tlie discriminant function analysis yielded several 

statistics which were notev/orthy. 

1. Inter-item correlations v^ere low. Only three of the 

1260 inter-correlations exceeded ^=.6, the majority of 

^'^ielded figures ranging between r=. 2 and 0. No significant 

negative correlations v;ere revealed. The questionnaire 

therefore, was deemed to consist of unique items which 

contributed positively to establishing a total test score. 

2. All questions weighted heavily in at least one of the 

four standardized canonical discriminant functions that 

were produced (See Appendix . This indicated that each 

question contributed to the discriminability of the 

questionnaire. 



'3. The four discriminant functions all contributed to 

statistically significant reductions in predicted variance 

(See Table 1). These functions when combined produced 

accurate group membership predictions in 80 of 80 cases. 

This indicated tliat the athlete responses in evaluating 

coaches accurately reflected the individual differences 

of the five coaches. 

4. Tlie test results v/ere able to discriminate group 

memberships perfectly. Table 2 indicates the five group 

centroids for each of the four discriminant functions of 

the analysis. That perfect group discrimination ivas 

developed, indicated that the questionnaire was sensitive 

to the characteristics and nuances of individual coaches. 

Tlie original data (36 item responses for the 80 

subjects) used in this analysis are included in Appendix N. 

Tliis final assessment of the qualities of tlie developed 

questionnaire indicated that it discriminated between 

coaches from different sports very effectively. 

Standardization Assessment 

The administrative procedures v/ere evaluated to see 

if they indeed did establish an lionesty set for responding 

in the athletes. A total of 84 subjects in 3 different 

sports were given the final form of the questionnaire under 

standardized testing conditions. On the post-testing-* 

evaluation form the responses were as follows: 1) 100% 

indicated they responded honestly, and 2) 0% indicated they 

tried to make the coach look good. 
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These figures substantiate that the standardization 

procedure for the questionnaire develops the correct 

response set for honesty in subjects. 

Summary 

It is impossible to prove that the questionnaire 

develoned in this study does, in fact, measure a coach’s 

performance. This was oiatside the scope of the study. 

Sincere efforts have been devoted to ensure that, the 

Questionnaire has fulfilled its intended purpose. It is 

an assessment tool, appropriate for completion by athletes, 

to indicate their perceptions of a coach’s performance. 

On this basis the following assumptions have been made 

1. Tlie questionnaire in its final form indicates the 

desirable characteristics of a coach that can be 

measured reliably and validly by athletes. 

2. Tlie questionnaire is a measure of the cliaracteristics 

of a good coach, as it v/as derived by developing a 

list of tb.e good characteristics of a coach, and did 

not focus on cataloguing characteristics considered 

inappropriate or undesirable for a coach. 

5. The total score is a measure of how much of an ’’ideal’' 

coach exists in the coach that is measured. 

4. When a response is ''O'' that response is ignored for 

interpreting the Question and the final score. 

5. By focusing on the good characteristics, test results 

positively motivated the coach to achieve more of 
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t]ie jiood characteristics that are evaluated. If 

negative characteristics were to have been emphasized 

then a coach might attempt to rid the negative charact- 

eristics ratlier than trying to do more or improve 

upon the good coaching behaviours. Therefore feedback 

from the analysis directs coaches to improve positive 

behaviours which may be incomnatihle v/itli negative 

behaviours (which are not measured). 

?tarking the Test 

T]ie test yields three scores. Tliese can be }iand 

computed. The nrocedurcs for manually nrocessing the results 

are described below. 

A. Test Item Score 

A score is derived for eacli test item. A low' score 

indicates a coaching v/eakness v.’hich can be interoreted as 

being an area of coaciiing performance that needs to be 

improved. The computation is as folloi's: 

1. Disregard the ''0 not aonropriate'' category resoonses. 

2. for each category multioly the score weight (the number 

which preceeds it on tlie answer sJieet) by the number 

of Persons v;ho responded to that category. 

3. Add tlie total of the five category scores and divide 

this total by the number of athletes who responded to 

the 1 through five alternatives. 

4. This yields a test item score vdiicli is the average score 

for the categories disregarding the 'not appropriate” 

responses. 
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B. Total Test Score 

The total test score ranges between 0 and 180. It is 

derived by simply adding all the test item scores as computed 

above. The computation is as follows: 

1. Sum all the test item scores. 

2. If a test item yields a score of 0, that is, no one 

answered any category other than "not apnropriate" then 

the 0 is still included. 

C. Percentage Test Score 

The percentage test score is simply another way of 

expressing the total test score. It consists of converting 

the total test score to a percentage. The computation is 

as follows: 

1. rtultiply the total test score by 100 and divide the 

result by 180. 

2. The score that is developed ranges from 0 to 100. 

Any of the above developed scores can be used for 

comparison purposes, that is, coaches from different 

environments or sports can be compared since the questionnaire 

was developed independently of the tyne of coach or sporting 

environment. 

Purposes 

Considering each set of test data individually provides 

specific feedback to the coach for each individual athlete 

(see Appendix 0). The evaluation is interpreted on a one 



to one basis. Individual total scores give the coach a 

better understanding of how each athlete relates to him/her. 

Tlie higher the score out of the possible 180, indicates 

how much of a good coach the athlete perceives in the 

coach. 

Item scores serve as diagnostics indicating strengths 

as well as specific weaknesses and coaching characteristics 

which can be improved upon. A low score for a particular 

question item indicates that on the basis of the athlete's 

assessments, the coach needs to improve upon that particular 

characteristic or behaviour. 

A total test score presents an overall assessment of 

coaching as perceived by all of the athletes. Higher or 

improved scores can be interpreted as better coaching per- 

formances . 

The constructed tool can be used for coaching assess- 

ment in practical or research studies irrespective of the 

sport. This thesis v;as delimited to producing a tool for 

assessing a coach's performance and not conducting research 

studies using it. Its use in research remains as a topic 

or topics for future theses. 
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questionnaire item pool was sent to a panel of expert 

judges (N=18) who assessed its content validity. Judges 

evaluated each question item and based upon their comments 

and suggestions, some of the questions were deleted, some 

nev/ questions were formulated and added to the question 

pool, and some of the Questions v/ere altered slightly. The 

evaluation by the panel of judges reduced tlie item pool 

to 71 questions. 

Once the questionnaire’s content validity was established 

a readability check was performed to ensure that each 

question would be understood by potential respondents. Based 

upon the suggestions of the student judges some of the 

question items were rev;orded to be more easily understood 

by tlie young respondents. 

The questionnaire was then administered to five subject 

grouns, a total of 40 athletes, to evaluate reliability. 

The questionnaire was administered to eacli groun twice under 

standardized testing procedure. This disagreement of 

responses betv/een test and retest results were compared for 

each question, to determine the reliability of the Question- 

naire. Of the 71 valid questions, 36 questions were deemed 

reliable and remained and 35 Questions were deemed unreliable 

and deleted. 

It v;as necessary for the questionnaire to have the ability 

to differentiate betv/een coaches as revealed by athlete’s 

answers. To establish the discriminability of the test a 

discriminant function analysis was performed on the five 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

A S6 item questionnaire was constructed. Its intended 

purpose was to provide an assessment tool to judore coaching 

nerformance, that was annropriate for completion by athletes. 

Since tlie questionnaire's validity, reliability, discrimin- 

ability and objectivity were estal-)lished it is believed that 

the questionnaire does measure vdiat it was intended to; 

the occurrence of the characteristics and behaviours that 

profile a good coach. 

The ouestionnaire in its final form v/as simple to 

administer and to evaluate. Tlie questions were easily 

understood by the respondents and reouired little or no 

internretation on the part of the administrator. 

Uith resnect to the results of this study, the question- 

naire is acceptable as an assessment tool to judge a coach's 

performance and annroDriate for comnletion by his/her 

athletes. 

Summary 

One of the principal reasons for develoning this tool 

v;as to give atliletes a chance to exnress their opinions about 

their coaches. Witii this intention, information relating 

to the characteristics and behaviours that nrofile a good 

coach was gathered from four different information sources. 

This procedure yielded an item nool of 75 questions. This 
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distinct groups of data from different sports. The ability of 

the analysis to yield an acceptable percentage of group member- 

ship predictions indicated the sensitivity of the test to locate 

differences in the collective perceptions of groups of athletes 

of their respective coaches. 

Objectivity v^as facilitated by providing standardized 

testing instructions and procedures for test administration. 

To assess v/hether the questionnaire encouraged honest and 

objective responses in subjects, an assessment of response 

sets v/as performed. An anonymous check list completed by 

each subject prior to the completion of the questionnaire 

indicated that the standardization procedure for the question- 

naire developed the correct response set for honesty in 

subjects. 

The original questionnaire underwent a variety of 

developmental stages. In its final form a 36 question item 

questionnaire was produced. It was shovm to be a valid, 

reliable, readable, standardized assessment tool that had 

discriminative power and provoked honest, accurate respond- 

ing in subjects. The test \ias capable of providine immediate 

feedback to coaches seeking evaluation through it. Responses 

on the scale v;ere weighted to reflect the desirability 

of the coacliing characteristics expressed in each question. 

The test produces item, subject, and group scores for assess- 

ing the characteristics and behaviours that profile a good 

coach. It provides a total score whicli can be interpreted 

by the coacli as a measure of how much of an ’ideal’ coach 

exists in him/her. 
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Recommendations 

The questionnaire constructed in this thesis is a 

valuable addition to the science of coaching. A nev/ 

alternative tool for assessing coacliing effectiveness has 

been developed. It focuses on good characteristics encourag- 

ing coaches to improve positive behaviours which may be 

incompatible with negative behaviours (which are not 

measured). 

The use of this questionnaire as an evaluative instru- 

ment for coaching will contribute to educationally sound 

programs directed by comoetent individuals contributing 

positively to the development of athletes. The intent of 

an instrument to evaluate coaches is not to imnose any 

threat but to focus on the benefits that v;ill result for the 

participant and the coach. Athlete-ratings of a good 

coach also have limitations and should never be treated as 

complete and total assessment of all aspects of coaching 

but their merit cannot be overlooked. 

The constructed tool can be used for coaching assess- 

ment in oractical or research studies irrespective of the 

sport. This thesis produced a tool for assessing a coach’s 

performance. Its use in research remains as a tooic for 

future theses. 
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APPENDIX A 

COACH EVALUATION 

This inventory asks you to rate your coach on a number of 
characteristics. Be honest and fair in your answers. 

Mark all your responses on the questionnaire. Do not 
sign your name. 

Evaluating the Coach with respect to j^ersonal and Professional 
Relationships 

1* I feel that I can trust the coach* 
12 3^ 

always often sometimes seldom 
5 

never 

2. I like the coach. 
1 2 

always often sometimes 
4 

seldom 
5 

never 

3* The coach is concerned about the welfare of each athlete on the 
team/club. 
12 3^5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

4. The coach finds ways to make all members feel good about themselves 
1 2 3 ^ 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

5* The coach is interested in me as a person. 
1 2 3 4 3 

always often sometimes seldom never 

6. The coach is available for assistance with personal problems. 
12 3 ^ 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

?• The coach has the respect of the athletes. 
12 3^5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

5. At team meetings athletes are given an opportunity to make their 
opinions known. 
12 3^3 

always often sometimes seldom never 

9* On this team/club the athletes have fun. 
12 3^5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

10. The coach handles himself/herself in a controlled manner, setting 
a positive example for the athletes. 

'I 2' 3 ^ 5 
always often sometimes seldom never 
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11• The coach stays calm during competitions. 
1 2 3 ^ 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

12. The coach’s conduct toward athletes at competitions is sportsmanlike. 
1 2 3 ^ 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

13* The coach’s conduct toward officials at competitions is sportsmanlike. 
1 2 5 ^ 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

14. The coach maintains a good relationship with individual member's parents. 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

15» The coach tries to keep team/club morale or spirit high. 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

l6. The coach has confidence in the athlete’s ability to accomplish 
his/her goals. 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

17* The coach allows the athletes time for relaxation and activities 
outside the sport. 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

Evaluating the Coach's Personal Qualities 

1. The coach is dedicated to the sport. 
1 2345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

2. The coach is patient. 

12345 
always often sometimes seldom never 

3* There is understanding between the athletes and the coach. 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

4. The coach is enthusiastic• 
1 2 3^ 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

5# The coach refrains from abusive or foul language. 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 



6. The coach sets an example for the athletes by appearance. 
1 2 3 ^ 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

7. The coach is a source of inspiration. 
12 3^ 

always often sometimes seldom 

8. The coach displays maturity in his/her judgement. 

always 
2 

often sometimes 
4 

seldom 

9. The coach works as hard as the athletes do. 
1 2 3^ 

always often sometimes seldom 

10. The coach is a disciplinarian. 
12 3^ 

always often sometimes seldom 

5 
never 

5 
never 

5 
never 

5 
never 

11. The coach provides attention to each individual on the team. 
1 2 3^5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

12. The coach is encouraging despite a loss in competition. 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

13. The coach is confident with the decisions he/she makes. 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

14. The coach does have a sense of humour. 
1234 

always often sometimes seldom 
3 

never 

15* The coach has a policy of equal treatment for all athletes in the 
same situation. 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

16. The coach tries to relive his/her own ambitions through the 
athletes* efforts, 
1 2 3 ^ 3 

always often sometimes seldom never 

Evaluating the Coach*s Performance as a Teacher and Coach 

1. The coach is too concerned about winning. 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

2. The coach knows the fundamentals of the sport, 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 
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3. The 
1 

always 

4. The 
1 

always 

5. The 
1 

always 

6. The 
1 

always 

7. The 
1 

always 

8. The 
1 

always 

9. The 
1 

always 

coach makes sure the team is physically prepared for each competition* 
2345 

often sometimes seldom never 

coach prepares the team mentally for each competition, 
2 3 5 

often sometimes seldom never 

coach experiments with new coaching methods and ideas, 
a 3 5 

often sometimes seldom never 

coach recognizes individual differences in ability, 
a 5 '* 5 

often sometimes seldom never 

coach lets the athletes have a hand in setting their own goals, 
a 3 4 5 

often sometimes seldom never 

coach expresses his/her aims and objectives clearly. 
2 

often sometimes 

coach is a good teacher, 
2 3 

often sometimes 

4 
seldom 

4 
seldom 

5 
never 

5 
never 

10, The coach encourages athletes to be independent, 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

11, The coach's instructions are easily understood, 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

12, The goals that the coach sets for the athletes are realistic, 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

13* The goals that the coach sets for the team are realistic, 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

14, The coach uses movies or video to point out errors, 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

15* The coach uses demonstrations to help the athletes to understand, 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

16, The coach assesses each individual's progress regularly so improvement 
can be measured* 
12 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 
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17. The coach provides feedback for the correction of errors in technique 

1 2 3 ^ 5 . 

always often sometimes seldom never 

18. After a performance the coach compliments the good part of the 
performance but also points out the areas that could be improved upon 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

19. The coach rewards athletes with his/her approval. 
1 2 3 k 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

20. The coach tells athletes what to do but does not spend enough time 
telling them how to do it. 
1234 

always often sometimes seldom 

21. The coach concentrates on.fault finding. 
1 2 3 ^ 

always often sometimes seldom 

22. The coach rewards effort as much as results. 
123^ 

always often sometimes seldom 

23. The coach teaches athletes how to handle failure. 
1 2 3 ^ 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

24. The coach uses mistakes to provide the information needed to help 
improve performance. 
123^3 

always often sometimes seldom never 

25. . The coach is constructive in offerring criticism. 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

26. The coach offers punishment for poor performance. 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

27. The coach yells at athletes embarrassing them in front of other 
team members. 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

28. The coach knows how to teach difficult skills. 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

29. The coach uses positive methods to motivate athletes. 
1 2 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

5 
never 

5 
never 

5 
never 
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30# The coach attends clinics and workshops to stay abreast of new 
coaching methods# 
1 2 5 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

Evaluating the Coaches Organizational Skills 

1# The training program set up by the coach is effective# 
1 2345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

2. The coach provides training sessions that are organized# 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

3» The coach is in command during practice# 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

4* The coach is concerned about the health and safety of the athletes 
during practice. 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

5* The coach makes the best use of the time available for practice# 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

6# The coach keeps accurate records of each athlete’s performance# 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

?• The coach considers the needs of each athlete in individualizing 
training to maximize potential# 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

8# The coach interacts with each athlete daily at training# 
1 2 545 

always often sometimes seldom never 

9m The coach encourages athletes to keep log books so they can measure 
their own improvement# 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 

10# The coach makes training challenging# 
1 2 5 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

11# The coach varies training sessions to maintain interest and prevent 
boredom# 
12345 

always often sometimes seldom never 



12. The coach sits down with every tean member regularly to discuss 
their progress. 
12 3 4 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

Any other suggested questions or comments 
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ANSWEP SHEET 

Please circle your answers. 

Evaluating the Coach*s Personal Qualities 

1. l)always 

2. 1)never 

3. 1)always 

4. 1)never 

5. 1)always 

6. 'l)never 

7. 1)always 

8. l)never 

9« 1)always 

1C. l)never 

11. 1)always 

12, 1)never 

13* l)always 

14, Dnever 

13« 1)always 

16, 1)never 

2)ol'ten 5)sometimes 4)seldom 3)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)seldom 3)sometimes 4)often 5)always 6)cannot respond-riot applicable 

2)often ;0sometimes 4)seldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)seldom 3)sometiraes 4)often 5)always 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)often 3)sometiraes 4)seldom 3)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)seldom 3)sometimes 4)often 5)always 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)often 3)sometimes 4)oeldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)seldom 3)sometimes 4)often 5)olways 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)often 3)sometiines 4)seldom 5)r>ever 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)seldom 3)sometiraes 4)often 5)always 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)often 3)sometimes 4)seldom S)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)seldom 3)soraetimes 4)often 5)always 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)often 3)sometiraes 4)seldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)seldom 3)sometimes 4)often 3)always 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)often 3)sometimes 4)seldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

2)seldom 3)sometimes 4)often ^)alviays 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

Evaluatin/y the Coach ’.vitl resnect to Personal and Professional Relationships 

1. l)always 2)often 

2, 1)never 2)seIdom 

.3* 1)always 2)often 

4. l)never 2)seldom 

3* 1)always 2)often 

6. l)never 2)seldom 

7. 1)always 2)often 

5. 1)never 2)seldom 

9. 1)always 2)often 

10. 1)never 2)seldom 

11. 1)always 2)often 

12. 1)never 2)seldom 

13* 1)always 2)often 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

4)seldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)often 3)always 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)seldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)often 5)a-l'ways 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)seldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)often 3)always 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)seldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)often 5)always 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)seldom 3)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)often 5)always 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)seldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)often 5)«ilways 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

4)seldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

1 
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l4. 1)never 2)seldom 3)sometimes 4)often 5)always 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

15* 1)always 2)often 3)son:etimes ^4)seldom 5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

Evaluating; the Coaches Organizational Skills 

1. Dalvrays 2)often 3)sometimes 4)seldom 

2)seldom 3)sometirnes 4)often 

2)often 3)sometimes 4)seldom 

2)seldom 3)sometimes 4)often 

2)often 3)sornetimes 4)seldom 

2)seldoin 3)soraetimes 4)often 

2)often 3)sometimes 4)seldom 

2)seldom 3)soraetimes 4)often 

2)often 3)sometimes 4)seldom 

2)seldom 3)sometimes 4)often 

2, 1)never 

3- 1)always 

4. 1)never 

5* 1)always 

6. 1)never 

?• 1)always 

8, 1)never 

9# 1)always 

10. 1)never 

11. Dalways 2)often 3)sometimes 4)seldom 

5)never 

5)always 

5)never 

5)always 

3)never 

5)always 

5)never 

3)always 

5)never 

5)always 

3)never 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-nct 

respond-no c 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

Evaluating the Coach’s Performance as a Teacher and Coach 

1. l)alv/ays 2)often 3)soraetimes 

2. 1)never 2)seldom 3)s^^atimes 

3* 1)always 2)often 3)sometimes 

4. 1)never 2)seldom 3)sometimes 

3. 1)always 2)often 3)sometimes 

6. 1)never 2)seldom 3)sometimes 

7- 1)always 2)often 3)sometimes 

8. 1)never 2)seldom 3)sometimes 

9- 1)always 2)often 3)sometimes 

10. 1)never 2)seldom 3)sometimes 

11. 1)always 2)often 3)sometimes 

12. 1)never 2)seldom 3)scmetimes 

2)often 5)sometimes 

2)seldom 3')sometimes 

2)often 3)sometimes 

2)seldom 3)sometimes 

2)often 3)sonietimes 

2)seldora 3)sometimes 

4)seldom 3)never 6)cannot 

4)often 3)always 6)cannot 

4)seldom 3)never 6)cannot 

13<* 1)alv;ays 

14. 1)never 

13• 1)always 

16. 1)never 

17* 1)always 

l8* l)never 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

3)always 6)cannot 

3)never 6)cannot 

3)alwayj 

3)never 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

3)always 6)cannot 

5)never 6)cannot 

3)always 6)cannot 

3)never 6)cannot 

3)always 6)cannot 

3)never 6)cannot 

3)always 6)cannot 

3)never 6)cannot 

3)always 6)cannot 

3)never 6)cannot 

3)always 6)canr>ot 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

respond* 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

respond- 

reapond- 

respond- 

•not 

■not 

•not 

•not 

•not 

•not 

•not 

•not 

■not 

■not 

•not 

■not 

■not 

■not 

not 

•not 

•not 

■not 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

a^opli cable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

api^licable 

2 
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19. I)always 

20. 1)never 

21. l)always 

22. l)never 

23. I)always 

24. 1)never 

25* l)always 

26, 1)never 

27- 1)always 

28. 1)never 

29. 1)always 

2)often 

2)seldom 

2)often 

2)seldom 

2)often 

2)seldom 

2) often 

2)seldora 

2)often 

2)seldom 

2)often 

5)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

5)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

3)sometimes 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

4)often 

4)seldom 

5)never 6)cannot respond-not applicable 

5)always 

5)never 

5)always 

3)never 

5)always 

5)never 

5)always 

5)never 

5)always 

5)never 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)canno^ 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

6)cannot 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

respon*d-not 

respond-not 

respond-not 

applic.-rble 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

applicable 

3 
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Panel of Judges 

1. Dr. Geoff Gov;an - President of CAC 

2. Don Talbot - Executive Director of the Australian 
Institute of Sport 

3. Mils Vikander - National Coach 

4. Dr. Frank Pyke - Canberra College of Advanced Education 

5. Abby Hoffman - Director of Sport Canada 

6. Jack Donohue - National Coach 

7. Bob Thayer - National Coach 

8. Dr. NanCy Wood - Technical Consultant of CAC 

9. Elizabeth McKinnon - International Athlete 

10. Graham Smith - Coach 

11. Dr. Larrv Holt - Coach/Snort Scientist 

12. Maureen Grace - Coach 

13. Dr. Bryce Taylor - Board of Directors CAC 

14. Dr. Cal Botterill - Coach/Sport Psychologist 

15. Dale Bradshaw - Coach 

16. John Bales - National Coach 

17. Dr. Cameron Blimkie - Assistant Technical Co-ordinator 
of CAC 

18. Dr. Barry Leith - Level ITT Course Conductor 

19. Terry Valcriote - NCCP Co-ordinator 
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TELEPHONE 345 2121 

AREA CODE 807 

XXniver*sli;y" 
THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO. CANADA. POSTAL CODE P78 5E1 

SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION & OUTDOOR RECREATION 

/TITLE//FIRST//LAST/ 
/POSITION/ 
/ORGANIZATION/ 
/STREET/ 
/CITY/ 
/PROVINCE/ 

Dear /FIRST/: 

Please find enclosed a number of materials that are as- 
sociated with a research project that Ms. Karen Wiznuk; 
is conducting to complete her thesis for the Master of 
Science vdegree in the Theory of Coaching at Lakehead 
University. We would like to solicit your help -in evalu- 
ating these materials. 

The project is concerned with developing an inventory 
for the evaluation, by athletes, of a coach’s perfor- 
mance, The questions that are contained represent those 
qualities or behaviours that are considered desirable in 
a coach. The questions contained in the inventory have 
been selected from three sources: 

1) a literature review of features of a good coach; 
2) the measurement of coaching behaviors through 

the use of observation scales; and 
3) related questionnaires. 

It would be appreciated if you could read through each 
question and evaluate it on two grounds: 

1) Is the question appropriate for evaluating a 
coach? If not please mark the question alongside its 
number with the letters DA. 

2) Have you seen at least one coach exhibit the 
behavior or characteristic described? If not, please 
mark the question alongside its number with the letters 
NS . 

Thus, you only have to mark the questions that are de- 
ficient in either or both these qualities. Please feel 
free to comment on the expression, particularly ambigu- 
ity and clarity. If you could suggest other questions or 
question content it would be appreciated. 

2 
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Your co-operation in this project would be most helpful. 
Once the study is completed a copy of the questionnaire 
will be forwarded to you. Would it be too much to ask 
that your evaluation be completed and returned within 
the next two weeks? 

For you convenience a stamped return envelope is inclu- 
ded in this package for the response. If you are not 
able to participate could the enclosed materials be re- 
turned? 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely yours, 

Brent S. Rushall, Ph.D. 
Professor 

Karen Wiznuk, B.P.H.E. 
Graduate-assistant 

ends. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE COACH EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE 

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES 

1. Check the number of test booklets and answer sheets which have been supplied. 

2. Make sure the number of persons taking the test does not exceed the number of 
books and answer sheets available, 

3. Schedule a time period of at least 30 minutes for testing. The test takes from 
10 to 20 minutes to complete and administration takes 10 minutes. 

4. Obtain an adequate testing site (well-lighted, quiet, comfortable writing 
facilities). 

3. Obtain a supply of pencils with erasers for each individual. 

6. Notify those who are taking the test, where and when the testing will be done. 

7. Read the testing instructions to become fully aware of what must be done in 
the testing situation. It is advised that the test administrator complete the test 
to become familiar with the content. 

TESTING PROCEDURES 

A. Preparation 

1. Prepare the testing room beforehand. The room should be comfortable and 
well-lighted. 

2. Check the testing materials. Insert an answer sheet into each questionnaire. 
Make sure there is an extra supply of pencils with erasers. 

3. Do not crowd the test subjects. It is essential that all subjects work 
individually. 

4. Do not give out any materials until the apropriate time. 
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B. Administering the Test 

1. When the athletes are seated and the tester decides to administer the test, no 
more people should be allowed into the room. 

2. Read the following passage to the group: 

"The questionnaire that you are about to answer concerns your association with 
your coach. Your answers will be marked and analyzed by a computer.* 

^The results of this testing will be used to tell your coach his/her areas of 
weakness and strength. This information is designed to help your coach do a 
better job of coaching. 

You will notice that there is no place on the answer sheet or test for you to 
put your name. Since you will be answering anonymously you should be as exact 
in your answers as is possible. It is important that you answer the test as 
truthfully as possible. If you are not prepared to answer the test truthfully it 
is better for you not to take the test and you should leave the room now. 
(pause) 

You are now in testing conditions so there will be no further talking. There is 
an answer sheet inside each questionnaire. Do not write anything but read the 
cover of the questionnaire." 

3. Hand out the questionnaires. 

k. Read the questionnaire instructions aloud to the group. 

5. Check that each athlete has a questionnaire and an answer sheet. 

6. Instruct each subject to: 

"Mark the answer sheet only and not the questionnaire. Are there any 
questions? When you have finished answering the questionnaire bring it and the 
answer sheet to me and leave the room. Turn the page and begin." 

7. After about five minutes say to the subjects: 

"Make sure the question you are answering matches the question you are 
marking on the answer sheet." 

8. Some subjects will be slow in trying to provide the most truthful information 
possible. A wide range of response rates is normal. The information in. the 
questionnaire is sufficiently interesting to maintain the attention of the test 
subjects for a considerable period of time. 

* A computer analysis of results is available through Sports Science Associates, 
376 North Algoma Street, Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada P7A 5B6 (807-345-6324). 
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YES 

YES 

YES 

PLEASE CIRCLE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 

NO I answered this test to make the 
coach look good 

NO I answered this test the way I 
truly and honestly felt 

NO I answered this test the way 
that I thought I should even 
though I would have liked to put 
down some different answers 

HAND THIS SHEET BACK TO THE TESTER 
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APPHNDIX F 

Questions deleted after the validity check by the panel of 
judges. 

Evaluating the Coach with respect to Personal and Professional 
Relationships 

11. The coach stays calm during competitions. 

14. The coach maintains a good relationship with individual 
member's parents. 

16. The coach has confidence in the athlete's ability to 
accomplish his/her goals. 

Evaluating the Coach's Personal Qualities 

9. Tlie coach works as hard as the athletes do. 

16. The coach tries to relive his/her own ambitions 
through the athlete's efforts. 

Evaluating the Coach's Performance as a Teacher and Coach 

9. The coach is a good teacher. 

13. Tlie goals that the coach sets for the team are realistic. 

25. The coach is constructive in offerring criticism. 

Evaluating the Coach's Organizational Skills 

1. The training program set up by the coach is effective. 



APPENDIX C 

New question content added upon suggestion by the panel of 
judges. 

Evaluating the Coach with respect to Personal and Professional 
Relationships 
■■I .     A . I 

15. The coach is interested in the athlete’s schoolwork or 
occupation. 

Evaluating the Coach’s Personal Qualities 

13. The coach’s physical appearance sets a good example for 
the athletes. 

16. The coach expects too much from the athletes. 

Evaluating the Coach’s Performance as a Teacher and Coach 

28. The coach knov/s v/hen to use discipline and when not to. 

29. Tlie coach is willing to seek other input when making 
critical coaching decisions. 



APPENDIX II 

Question content that remained similar but the questions 
were reworded upon suggestion by the panel of judges. 

Evaluating the Coach with respect to Personal and Professional 
Relationships 

7. The coach has the respect of the athlete. 
3. I respect the coach. 

3. The coach is concerned about the v/elfare of each 
athlete on the team/club. 

5. The coach is concerned about the welfare of each 
athlete. 

8. At team meetings athletes are given an opportunity to 
make their opinions known. 

8. At meetings of athletes the coach qives everyone a 
cliance to make their opinions known. 

9. On this team/club the athletes have fun. 
9. Under the coach the athletes enjoy a positive sporting 

experience. 

10. The coach handles himself/herself in a controlled 
manner, setting a positive example for athletes. 

10. The coach sets a positive example during competitions. 

15. The coach tries to keep team/club morale or spirit 
high. 

13. The coach tries to keep the athlete’s morale or spirit 
high. 

17. The coach allows the athletes time for relaxation and 
activities outside the sport. 

14. The coach encourages social activities for the athletes. 

Evaluating the Coach’s Personal Qualities 

3. There is understanding between the athletes and the 
coach. 

3. The coach communicates with the athletes. 

6. The coach sets an example for the athletes by appearance. 
6. The coach dresses appropriately setting a good example 

for athletes to follow. 

7. The coach is a source of inspiration. 
7. The coach is a source of motivation. 
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8. The coach displays maturity in his/her judgement. 
8. The coach's judgement is based on reasoning and/or 

consideration. 

11. The coach provides attention to each individual on 
the team. 

10. The coach gives attention to each individual athlete. 

13. The coach is confident with the decisions he/she makes. 
12. Tlie coach appears to be confident with the decision 

he/she makes. 

14. Tlie coach does does have a sense of humour. 
14. The coach has a sense of humour. 

15. Tlie coach has a policy of eaual treatment for all 
athletes in the same situation. 

15. Tlie coach has a policy of equal treatment for all 
athletes. 

Evaluating the Coach's Performance as a Teacher and Coach 

1. The coach is too concerned about winning. 
1. The coach emphasizes winning too much. 

2. Tlie coach knows the fundamentals of the sport. 
2. The coach teaches the fundamentals of the sport. 

3. The coach makes sure the athletes are physically 
prepared for each competition. 

3. The coach makes sure the athletes are physically 
prepared for each competition. 

4. The coach prepares the team mentally for each competition. 
4. The coach makes sure the athletes are mentally prepared 

for each competition. 

7. The coach lets the athletes have a hand in setting their 
own goals. 

7. The athlete's goals are set by the coach and the 
athlete together. 

14. The coach uses movies or video to point out errors. 
12. The coach uses visual aids to point out errors. 

20. Tlie coach tells athletes what to do but does not spend 
enough time telling them hovj to do it. 

18. IVhen the coach tells atliletes v/hat to do, he/she does 
spend enough time teaching them how to do it. 

26. The coach offers punishment for poor performance. 
23. The coach reacts negatively toward athletes who display 

a poor performance. 
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27. The coach yells at athletes embarrassing them in front 
of other team members. 

24. The coach yells at athletes embarrassing them in front 
of others. 

Evaluating the Coach’s Organizational Skills 

'7. The coach considers the needs of each athlete in 
individualizing training to maximize notential. 

6. The coach considers the needs of each athlete in 
individualizing training to maximize his/her athletic 
potential. 

8. The coach interacts with each athlete daily at training. 
7. The coach interacts with each athlete at training. 

12. The coach sits down with every team member regularly 
to discuss their progress 

11. Tlie coach sits dovm with every athlete regularly to 
discuss their progress. 
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APPENDIX I 

Questions reworded after the readability checl; unon suggestion 
by the student judges. 

Evaluating the Coach’s Personal Qualities 

5. The coach refrains from abusive or foul language. 
5. Tlie coach does not use abusive or foul language. 

3. The coach’s judgement is based on reasoning and/or 
consideration. 

8. The coach's judgement is ]:>ased on reasoning and/or is 
v/e 11 - thought - out. 

9. The coach is disciplinarian. 
P. The coach is strict. 

10. The coach gives attention to each individual athlete. 
10, Tlie coach gives attention to eac]\ athlete. 

11. The coach is encouraging despite a loss in comnetition. 
11. The coach encourages athletes even after a loss or 

defeat in competition. 

12, The coach apnears to be confident vfith the decisions 
he/she makes. 

12. The coacli seems to be confident v/itli the decisions 
lie/she makes. 

15. The coacli lias a policy of equal treatment for all 
athletes. 

15. Tlie coach treats all athletes equally. 

Evaluating tlie Coach with Resnect to Personal and Professional 
Relationships 

8. At m.eetings of athletes th.e coach gives individuals 
an opportunity to ma]:e their opinions known. 

8. At meetings of athletes the coach gives everyone a 
chance to make their opinions known. 

15. Tlie coach is interested in t1ie atlilete’s scliolastic 
endeavours or occupation. 

15. The coacli is interested in the athlete’s schoolwork 
or occupation. 
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Eva1gating the Coach’s Organizational Skills 

6. The coach considers the needs of each athlete in 
individualizing training, to maximize his/her athletic 
potential. 

6. The coach considers the needs of each athlete by 
providing training programs which are suited to each 
individual's requirements. 

9. The coach makes training challenging. 
9. The coach makes training a challenge. 

10. The coach varies training sessions to maintain interest 
and prevent boredom. 

10. The coach provides variety in training sessions to 
maintain interest and prvent boredom. 

Evaluating the Coach's Performance as a Teaclier and Coach 

1. Tlie coach emphasizes winning too much. 
1. The coach talks about winning too much. 

2. Tlie coach teaches the fundamentals of the sport. 
2. Tlie coach teaches the basics of the sport. 

11. Tlie goals that the coach sets for the athletes are 
realistic. 

11. The goals that the coach sets for the athletes are 
possible to achieve. 

12. The coach uses visual aids to point out errors. 
12. The coach uses visual aids (movies, photos, video, 

etc.) to point out errors. 

14. The coach assesses each individual's progress regularly 
so improvement can be measured. 

14. The coach measures each individual's progress regularly 
so that improvement can be measured. 

15. The coach provides feedback for the correction of 
errors in technique. 

15. The coach provides feedback for the correction of 
errors in skills and technique. 

16. After a performance the coach compliments the good part 
of the performance but also points out the areas that 
could be improved upon. 

16. After a performance the coach indicates the good part 
of the performance but also points out the areas that 
could be improved upon. 
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19. The coach concentrates on fault finding. 
19. The coach emphasizes the faults in athletes, 

23. Tlie coach reacts negatively toward athletes who display 
a poor performance. 

23. Tlie coach reacts badly toward athletes who display 
a poor performance. 



APPENDIX J 

COACH EVALUATION 

This inventory asks you to rate your coach on a number of 
characteristics. Be honest and fair in your ansv/ers. 

Please ahsv/er all of the questions. If a question does 
not aprly to your situation mark it accordingly. Mark all your 
responses on the answer sheet. Do not sign your name. 

Evaluating the Coach’s Personal Qualities 

1, The coach is dedicated to the sport. 

always 
cL 

often sometimes 

A 

leldom 
5 

never 

The coach is patient. 
12 3 ^ 

never seldom sometimes of ten 
5 

always 

3. The coach communicates with the athletes. 
h 

seldom always often 
2 

sometimes 

A. The coach is enthusiastic. 
1 2 3 

never seldom sometimes 
4 

often 

’he coach does not use abusive or foul language. 

always 
2 

often sometimes 
4 

seldom 

6. The coach dresses appropriately, setting a good 
examnle for athletes to follov/. 

never 
2 

seldom 
3 

sometimes 
.4 

often 

7. The coach is a source of motivation. 
1 

:lways 
2 

often 
;? 

sometime; 
4 

leldora 

5 
never 

alv;ays 

5 
lever 

c y 
always 

5 
never 

8. The coach's judgement is based on reasoning and/or 
is v/ell thought-out. 

never 
2 

seldom 

9. The coach is strict. 
1 2 

always often 

sometime; 

sometim; 

4 
often 

4 

seldom 

5 
always 

3 
never 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicrble 

■6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

r 
D 

cannot respond- 
not applicable 

6. 

cannot respond- 
not applicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 
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10. The coach gives attention to each athlete. 
1 ' 2 3 ^ 

never seldom sometimes often 
5 

always 

11. The coach encourages athletes even after a loss or 
defeat in competition. 
12 3 ^5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

12. The coach seems to be confident with the decisions he/ 
she makes, 
12 3 4 5 

never seldom sometimes often alv/ays 

13* The coach*s physical appearance sets a good example 
for the athletes. 

1 2 3 4 5 
always often sometimes seldom never 

l4. The coach has a sense of humour. 
12 3 4 

never seldom sometimes often 
5 

always 

13* The coach tre-\ts all athletes equally. 
12 3 4 

always often sometimes seldom 

16. The coach expects too much from the athletes. 
1 2 3 4 

never seldom sometimes often 

5 . 
never 

5 
alv;ayi 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
nct applicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

6 
cannotrespond- 
not applicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable. 

cannot respond 
not applicable 

iiivalu.ating the Coach with respect to Personal and 
Relationships 

1. I feel that I CD.n trust the coach. 
1 2 3 4 

always often sometimes seldom 

2. I like the coac>i. 
1 2 3 4 

never seldom sometimes often 

3. I respect the coach. 
1 2 3 4 

alv/ays often sometimes seldom 

4, The coach is interested in me as a person• 
1 2 3 k 

never seldom sometimes often 

Professional 

3 6 
never cannot respond- 

not applicable 

,5 6 
alv;ays cannot respond- 

not applicable 

3 6 
never cannot respond- 

not applicable 

always cannot respond- 
not applicable 
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6. 

o o. 

.The coach is concerned about the welfare of each athlete. 
1 2 3 k 5 6 ■ 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 

The coach finds ways to make all athletes feel good 
about themselves, 

1 2 3 ^ 5 o 
never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 

not applicable 
The coach is available for assistance with personal problems, 
1,2 3 ^ * 5 6 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 

At meetings of athletes the coach gives everyone a chance 
to make their opinions known. 

never seldom 
3 

lometime! 
4 

often 
3 

always 

10, 

11. 

Under the coach the athletes enjoy a positive sporting 
experience, 
12 3 5 

always often sometimes seldom never 

The coach sets a positive example during competitions, 
1 2 3 4 5 

never seldom sometimes often 

cannot respond- 
not applicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

always cannot respond- 
not applicable 

12. 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

13. 

1^^ 

15- 

The coach's conduct toward athletes at competitions is 
sportsmanlike• 

1 2 3 4 3 
always often sometimes seldom never 

The coach's conduct toward officials at competitions is 
sportsm-mlike. 
12 3 456 

never seldom sometimes often always cannot resrond- 
not applicable 

The coach tries to keep the athlete's morale or spirit high, 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 

The coach encourages social activities for the athletes. 
12 3 456 

never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 
not applicable 

The coach is interested in the athlete's schoolwork or 
occupation. 
12 3 456 

alv/ays often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 
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Evaluo-tinp: the Coaches Organizational Skills 

1. The coach provides training sessions ,that are organized. 
1 

always often sometime! 
h 

seldom 

2, The coach is in command during practice* 
k 

often 

5 b 
never cannot respond- 

not applicable 

1 
never 

1 
always 

never 

o c. 

leldom sometime! 

often 

2 
seldom 

5 6 
alv;ays cannot respond- 

not applicable 
3* The coach is concerned about the health and safety of the 

athletes during practice. 

3 . 3 6 
sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 

not applicable 
4. The coach makes the best use of the time available for practice. 

3 3 b 
sometimes often alv/ays cannot respond- 

not applicable 
3. The coach keeps accurate records of ench athlete’s performance. 

1 2 3 4 3 6 
alv/ays often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 

not applicable 
6. The coach considers the needs of et^ch athlete by providing 

training j)rograms v/hich are suited to each individual’s 
requirements. 
12 3 456 

never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 
not applicable 

7. The coach interacts with each athlete at training. 
1 2 3 4 3 6 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 

8. The coach encourages athletes to keep log books so they 
can measure their own improvement. 

1 234 5 6 
never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 

nct applicable 
9* The coach ma.hes training a challenge. 
12 3 436 

always often scmetimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 

10. The coach provides variety in training sessions to maintain 
interest and prevent boredom. 

1 2 3 ’4 5 6 
never seldom sometimes often alv/ays cannot respcnd- 

not applicable 
11. The Coach sits down with every athlete regularly to 

discuss their progress. 
1 2 3 4 3 6 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 
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Evaluating the Coach’s Performance as a Teacher and Coach 

1. The coach talks about winning too much. 
12 3 ^ 

always often sometimes seldom 

2. The coach teaches the basics of the sport, 
1 2 3 ^ 

never seldom sometimes often 

5 
never cannot respond- 

not applicable 

5 6 
always cannot respond- 

not applicable 
3* The coach makes sure the athletes are physically prepared 

for each competition. 
4 

seldom 
5 

never always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 

4. The coach makes sure the athletes are mentally prepared 
for each competition, 

1 *2 3 4 3 6 
never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 

not applicable 
5- The coach experiments with new coaching methods and ideas. 

1 2 3 4 3 6 
always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 

not applicable 
6, The coach recognizes individual differences in ability. 
12 3 456 

never seldom sometimes often alv/ays cannot respond- 
not applicable 

7, The athlete’s goals are set by the coach and the athlete 
together, 
12 3 456 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 

8, The coach expresses his/her aims and objectives clearly, 
12 3 456 

never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 
not applicable 

9, The coach encourages athletes to be independent. 
12 3 456 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 

10, The coach’s instructions are easily understood, 
1 2 3 . 4 5 6 

never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 
not applicable 

11, The goals that the coach sets for the athletes are possible 
to achieve, 
12 3 436 

always often soo;etimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 
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12. 

cannot respond- 
not applicable 

13. 

14. 

1.?- 

16. 

17. 

18. 

The coach uses visual aids (movies, photos, video, etc.) 
to point out errors. 
12 3 ^5 

never seldom sometimes often always 

The coach uses demonstrations to help the athletes to 
understand. 
12 3 456 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 

The coach measures each individual’s progress regularly so 
that improvement can be judged. 
1-2 3 ^ 5 8 

never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 
not- applicable 

The coach provides feedback for the correction of errors 
in skills and technique. 

1 2 3 5 'S 
alwaps often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 

not applicable 
After a performance the coach indicates the good part of 
the performance but also points out the areas that could 
be improved upon. 

1 2 3 ^ 5 8 
never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 

not applicable 
The coach rewards athletes with his/her approval. 
12 3 if 3 6 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not application 

When the coach tells athletes what to do, he/she does spend 
enough time teaching them how to do it. 
12 3 436 

never seldom sometimes often alv/ayi 

19. The coach emphasizes the faults in athletes. 
12 3 4 

always often sometimes seldom 

20. The coach rewards effort as much as results. 

never 
2 

seldom 
2 

sometimes 
4 

often 

never 

3 
always 

21. 

22. 

The coach teaches athletes how to handle failure. 
1 2 3 4 3 

always often sometimes seldom never 

cannot respond- 
not applicable 

cannot respond- 
not applicable 

cannot respond- 
not aj5plicable 

6 
cannot respond- 
not applicable 

The coacx'i uses mistakes to provide the information needed 
to help improve performance. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 

not applicable 
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25* The coach reacts badly toward athletes who display a poor 
performance, 
12 3 456 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not apr)licable 

2^. The coach yells at athletes, emb/grassing them in front of others. 
12 3 436 

never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 
not applicable 

23, The coach knows how to teach difficult skills, 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 
not applicable 

26, The coach uses positive methods to motivate athletes, 
12 3 ^ 5 6 

never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 
not applicable 

27, The coach attends clinics and workshops to stay abreast of 
new coaching methods, 

1 2 3 4 3 6 
always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 

not applicable 
28, The coach knows when to use discipline and when not to, 
12 5 456 

never seldom sometimes often always cannot respond- 
not applicable 

29, The coach is willing to seek other input when making critical 
coaching decisions, 

1 ? 3 k 5 6 
always often sometimes seldom never cannot respond- 

not applicable 
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APPENDIX K 

Questions deleted after the reliability check. 

Evaluating the Coaches Personal Qualities 

4. The coach is enthusiastic 

12. The coach seems to be confident v/ith the decisions 
he/she makes. 

15. The coach treats all athletes equally. 

16. The coach expects too much from tlie athletes. 

Evaluating the Coach with resnect to Personal and Professional 
Pvclationshins ‘ 

5. The coach is concerned about the welfare of each 
athlete. 

7. The coach is available for assistance with nersonal 
problems. 

9. Under the coach the athletes enjoy a -positive sporting 
experience. 

13. The coach tries to keep athlete's morale of spirit high. 

Evaluating the Coach's Organizational Skills 

5. Tlie coach keens accurate records of each athlete's 
nerformance. 

6. The coach considers the needs of each atlvlete by providing 
training programs which are suited to each individual's 
reouirements. 

9. The coach makes training a challenge. 

10. The coach provides variety in training sessions to 
maintain interest and prvent boredom. 

11. The coach sits down witli every athlete regularly to 
discuss their progress. 



Evaluating the Coach's Performance as a Teacher and Coach 

1. The coach talks about winning too much. 

2. Tlie coach teaches the basics of the sport. 

4. The coach makes sure the athletes are mentally nrepared 
for each competition. 

5. The coach experiments with new coaching methods and 
ideas. 

6. The coach recognizes individual differences in ability. 

7. The athlete's goals are set by the coach and the athlete 
together. 

8. Tlie coach expresses his/her aims and objectives 
clearly. 

9. The coach encourages athletes to be independent. 

12. The coach uses visual aids (movies, photos, video, etc.) 
to point out errors. 

13. The coach uses demonstrations to help the athletes to 
understand. 

14. The coach measures each individual's progress regularly 
so that improvement can be judged. 

15. The coach provides feedback for the correction of 
errors in skills and technique. 

17. The coach rewards athletes with his/her approval. 

18. Vs'hen the coach tells athletes v;hat to do, he/she 
does spend enough time teaching them how to do it. 

19. The coach emphasizes the faults in athletes. 

20. The coach rewards effort as much as results. 

21. The coach teaches athletes how to handle failure. 

22. The coach uses mistakes to provide the information 
needed to help improve performance. 

23. The coach reacts badly toward athletes who display 
a poor performance. 

24. The coach yells at athletes, embarrassing them in 
front of others. 
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26. The coach uses positive methods to motivate athletes. 

29. The coach is willing to seek other input when making 
critical coaching decisions. 



APPENDIX L 

o 1 u JL 

COACH EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
****************************** 

This questionnaire asks you to rate your coach on a 

number of characteristics. Answer all of the questions. 

Mark only the answer sheet that is provided. Do not sign 

your name. Be honest and fair in the way you ansv^/er each 

question. 

If you are not prepared to answer this evaluation 

in an honest and fair manner you should hand it back in an 

unmarked condition to the person who has given it to you. 

************************************************************** 
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1. 
always 

2. 
never 

3. 
always 

never 

5. 
always 

6. 
never 

7. 
always 

8. 
never 

9. 
always 

10. 
never 

11. 
always 

12. 
never 

13. 
always 

U. 
never 

15. 
always 

16. 
never 

17. 
always 
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Page 2 

The coach is dedicated to the sport. 
often sometimes seldom never 

The coach is patient. 
seldom sometimes often always 

The coach communicates with the athletes. 
often sometimes seldom never 

The coach uses abusive and foul language. 
seldom sometimes often always 

not applicable 

not applicable 

not applicable 

not applicable 

The coach dresses appropriately, setting a good example for athletes to follow, 
often sometimes seldom never not applicable 

The coach is a source of motivation. 
seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

The coaches judgement is based on reasoning and/or is well thought-out. 
often sometimes seldom never not applicable 

The coach is strict. 
seldom sometimes often 

The coach gives attention to each athlete, 
often sometimes seldom 

always 

never 

not applicable 

not applicable 

The coach encourages athletes even after a loss or defeat in competition. 
seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

The coach's physical appearance sets a good example for the athletes. 
often sometimes 

The coach has a sense of humour, 
seldom sometimes 

I feel that I can trust the coach, 
often sometimes 

1 like the coach, 
seldom sometimes 

I respect the coach. 
often sometimes 

seldom 

often 

seldom 

often 

seldom 

The coach is interested in me as a person, 
seldom sometimes often 

never 

always 

never 

always 

never 

always 

not applicable 

not applicable 

not applicable 

not applicable 

not applicable 

not applicable 

The coach finds ways to make all the athletes feel good about themselves. 
often sometimes seldom never not applicable 
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18. 

never 

19. 
always 

20. 
never 

21. 
always 

22. 
never 

23. 
always 

24. 
never 

25. 
always 

26. 

never 

27. 
always 

28. 
never 

29. 

always 

30. 
never 

31. 
always 

32. 
never 

33. 

always 
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At meetings of athletes the coach gives everyone a chance to make their 
opinions known. 

seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

The coach sets a positive example during competitions. 
often sometimes seldom never not applicable 

The coach's conduct toward athletes at competitions is sportsmanlike. 
seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

The coach's conduct toward officials at competitions is sportsmanlike. 
often sometimes seldom never not applicable 

The coach encourages social activities for the athletes. 
seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

The coach is interested in the athlete's schoolwork or occupation. 
often sometimes seldom never not applicable 

The coach provides training sessions that are organized. 
seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

The coach is in command during practice. 
often sometimes seldom never not applicable 

The coach is concerned about the health and safety of the athletes during 
practice. 

seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

The coach makes the best use of the time available for practice. 
often sometimes seldom never not applicable 

The coach interacts with each athlete at training. 
seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

The coach encourages athletes to keep logbooks so they can measure their own 
improvement. 

often sometimes seldom never not applicable 

The coach makes sure the athletes are physically prepared for each competition, 
seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

The coach's instructions are easily understood. 
often sometimes seldom never not applicable 

The goals that the coach sets for the athletes are possible to achieve. 
seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

After a performance, the coach indicates the good part of the performance but 
also points out the areas that could be improved upon. 

often sometimes seldom never not applicable 
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34. The coach knows how to teach difficult skills. 
never seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

35. The coach attends clinics and workshops to stay abreast of new coaching 
methods. 

always often sometimes seldom never not applicable 

36. The coach knows when to use discipline and when not to. 
never seldom sometimes often always not applicable 

This is the end of the questionnaire. Hand your completed answer sheet and this set of 
questions to the person who is conducting the evaluation. 



LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COACH EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWER SHEET 

Answer every question (underline or circle the number-word that is your answer) 

Ql. 

Q2. 

Q3. 

Q^. 
Q5. 

Q6. 

Q7. 

Q8. 

Q9. 

QIO. 

Qll. 

Q12. 

Q13. 

Ql^. 
Q15. 

Q16. 

Q17. 

Q18. 

Q19. 

Q20. 

Q21. 

Q22. 

Q23. 

Q2^. 

Q25. 

Q26. 

Q27. 

Q28. 

Q29. 

Q30. 

Q31. 

Q32. 

Q33. 

Q34. 

Q35. 

Q36. 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

3 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

k often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

4 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

3 sometimes 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

2 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

2 seldom 

4 often 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

1 always 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

5 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

1 never 

3 always 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

0 not applicable 

TOTAL SCORE 
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Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients 

Function 1 Function Function 5 Function 4 

ni 

Q2 

05 

04 

05 

06 

07 

OS 
on 

010 

011 

012 
013 

014 

015 

016 

017 

018 

019 

020 

021 
022 
025 

024 

025 

026 

027 

023 

029 

030 

031 

032 

033 

034 

035 

036 

-0.147 

-0.311 

-0.27S 

0.463 

0.411 

0.566 

-0.S05 

- c'. O / ^ 

-0.194 

-0.527 

0.357 

0.059 

0.202 
0.440 

0.327 

0.471 

0.000 
0.154 

-0.125 

-0.580 

-0.036 

0.4 57 

0.176 

-0.453 

-0.003 

-0.1^5 

0.155 

-0.6S6 
0.030 

0.348 

0.341 

• 0.352 

0.444 

-0.562 

1.164 
0.3S6 

-0.001 

0.023 

-0.113 
0.210 
0.714 

0.205 
-0.040 

0.516 

-0.363 

0.366 

0.306 

0.524 

0.177 

-0.504 

-0.206 

0.691 

-0.414 

0.477 

0.101 
0.051 

-0.012 
-0.167 

-0.069 

-0.789 

-0.110 
0.348 

-0.211 
0.186 

-0.294 

0.719 

-0.003 

-0.062 

0.078 

-0.132 

-0.813 

0.276 

_n 

0.038 

0.570 

0.331 
0.70n 

0.206 

0.065 

0.205 

530 

108 

7 
• U / z 

0.649 

-0.230 

-0.91S 

0.641 

-1.234 

0.087 

0.221 
-0.012 
-0.520 

-0.113 

0.855 

0.293 

0.530 

0.436 

-0.312 

--. '■^66 
-O.021 

-0.575 

0.141 
-0.3 2 6 

-0,101 

-0.065 

-0.032 

0.506 
-0.131 

-0.459 

0.047 

-0.154 

0.037 

0.737 

0.412 

0.459 

0.446 

0.185 

0.120 

-0.936 

0.204 

-0.058 

0.550 

-0.513 

-0.335 
-0.400 
0.677 

0.274 

-0.337 

^ .773 

-0.son 
-0.225 
0.179 
0.108 

0.121 
-0.636 

'^.710 

0.511 

o. 545 
-0.322 
0.0,29 

0.04 o 

-0.163 

-0.216 
- 0 1 3 
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APPENDIX 0 

LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY SAHfVfe ConRXeft. .90 

COACH EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

COACH: An Example DATE: 27/10/83 

Percentage of Responses for Each Category 

Question Never Seldom Sometimes Often Always N/App. Score 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

20.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
5.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
5.0 
0.0 

35.0 
5.0 
0.0 
0.0 

10.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
5.0 

20.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.0 
5.0 

0.0 
5.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

35.0 
25.0 
15.0 
10.0 
45.0 
0.0 
0.0 

25.0 
10.0 
5.0 
0.0 

10.0 
10.0 
30.0 
5.0 
5.0 

10.0 

10.0 
50.0 
50.0 
5.0 

10.0 
15.0 
15.0 
25.0 
5.0 
5.0 

20.0 
0.0 
5.0 

10.0 
0.0 

10.0 

35.0 
70.0 
55.0 
5.0 

30.0 
40.0 
75.0 
45.0 
50.0 
20.0 

30.0 
55.0 
35.0 
75.0 
45.0 
65.0 
55.0 
30.0 
40.0 
25.0 

25.0 
20.0 
20.0 
65.0 
25.0 
30.0 
50.0 
50.0 
35.0 
35.0 

45.0 
40.0 
20.0 
55.0 
55.0 
55.0 

60.0 
15.0 
40.0 
0.0 

35.0 
45.0 
15.0 
0.0 

50.0 
75.0 

40.0 
35.0 
60.0 
25.0 
45.0 
10.0 
15.0 
65.0 
45.0 
60.0 

65.0 
10.0 
5.0 

30.0 
65.0 
50.0 
30.0 
20.0 
50.0 
50.0 

35.0 
55.0 
75.0 
25.0 
40.0 
35.0 

0.0 
5.0 
0.0 
5.0 
5.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.0 

5.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

10.0 
0.0 
0.0 

10.0 
5.0 

0.0 
10.0 
5.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.0 
5.0 
0.0 
5.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

10.0 
5.0 
0.0 

4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3.9 
4.6 
4.4 
4.5 

TOTAL SCORE FOR EVALUATION IS 151.288 NUMBER OF ATHLETES 20 

EVALUATION SCORE OUT OF 100 = 84.0491 


